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Push to go off on a
Tangent in hiring
New initiative hopes to get firms to rethink
yardsticks, give passionate individuals a shot
Calvin Yang
Only got a Primary School Leaving
Examination certificate, but possess grit and resilience? You may be
hired for your dream job, if a new
initiative launched last month
takes off.
Tangent, an initiative of philanthropic organisation The Majurity
Trust, hopes to get firms to hire
staff who may not possess the relevant experience or qualifications,
but have the attributes to do well.
This is regardless of whether they
have attended Ivy League universities or chalked up years of experience, according to its executive director Martin Tan.
“The goal is to push the conversation about rethinking hiring – that
age, gender, experience, education
should no longer matter,” he added.

“We have a very small population,
and we really can’t afford to have
talent that goes unnoticed.”
Instead of presenting their resumes for consideration, Tangent
suggests potential employees first
take a 90-minute assessment – testing for traits that a firm’s top performers commonly display, such as
humility and creativity.
Most firms rely mainly on conventional hiring yardsticks such as education, experience or age.
However, conventional benchmarks often come with unconscious biases, said Mr Tan. He believes that such indicators shut out
many people with other qualities
who may be more suitable for a job.
“The problem is that if we keep doing that, a lot of good talent out
there tend to be stuck in the resume
pile because they don’t fit into the
conventional mould of what suc-

cess looks like,” he added.
For a start, a Tangent pilot programme will see investment firm
Dymon Asia Capital recruit a small
group of associates this year.
Candidates will sit an analyticsbased test, which adds a science to
the hiring process. Scores will be
used to see if the applicant is a suitable fit. The pool of candidates will
then be narrowed via methods like
video introductions.
The one-year apprenticeship programme will see about eight to 10
new hires learning from the company’s mentors and experiencing
its different areas of business.
Ms Sharmin Foo, an associate director at Dymon Asia, said the firm
hopes to attract more diverse talent
by removing hiring conventions.
Dymon Asia has been adding unconventional hires to its talent pool
in the past few years. Among those
who have benefited is university
drop-out Isaac Mung, who joined in
March last year.
The 23-year-old was pursuing an
engineering degree at Nanyang

University
dropout Isaac
Mung is
among the
unconventional
hires at Dymon
Asia Capital. He
was approached
by the firm after
a Straits Times
article
highlighting his
determination to
improve his
family’s financial
situation, and is
one of Dymon’s
best research
analysts now.
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Technological University before
he was approached by the firm in
2016, after a Straits Times article
highlighting his determination to
improve his family’s financial
situation. He read up on the basics
of investing, after his family
savings ran low following his father’s death.
Mr Mung has since worked hard
to become one of the firm’s best research analysts, despite entering it

with little experience.
Mr Mung believes the Tangent initiative will give passionate individuals who may not have the necessary
paper qualifications a shot at “pursuing what they love”.
Tangent hopes to get more companies on board.
However, observers interviewed
believe it will take years for firms to
rethink their hiring practices and
that for fields like engineering, qual-

Ms Tan Jie Qi
guiding her
students (from
left) Javier Teo,
Rishika
Janarthanan,
Mong Zi Xuan
and Jon Yeo,
all 14, while they
use the NewsEd
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mobile phones.
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Greendale Sec students learn via real-life scenarios
In a world where information is easily accessible, having the skills to analyse content – inferring the meaning of a text or evaluating a source’s
credibility – has become more important than just knowing the content itself.
So schools are teaching “sourcebased” analysis skills during their
language and humanities lessons.
Some teachers, such as Ms Tan Jie

Qi, subject head of English language at Greendale Secondary
School, go a step further by designing “experiential” lessons.
Rather than deliver a lecture on inference-type comprehension questions, and then assigning a worksheet to test how much her students have learnt, Ms Tan turned
her 1hour 10min English lesson into
a crime scene investigation.
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“I wanted students to be able to
apply the skills needed for the subject in a real-life scenario which interests them – in this case, mysteries and forensic science. When
learning is fun, engagement and motivation is higher and students tend
to pick up concepts or skills faster.”
To get her Secondary 3 students
excited, Ms Tan assigned an article
on how the police use forensics to

solve murders. The students read
the piece before the lesson on their
mobile devices via NewsEd, a
“news-in-education” portal by The
Straits Times specially designed for
teachers and students.
The learners also weighed in on
the article in NewsEd using its forum discussion feature, and answered thinking questions set by
Ms Tan before class.

Then the investigation began.
She briefed the students on a
“crime scene” featuring several suspects with their respective statements. She also gave students printouts of various pieces of “evidence”
such as mobile phones with messages in them and a letter opener
with fingerprints on it.
The students discussed in groups
what each piece of evidence meant.

ifications still matter.
Many technology firms have
adopted unusual hiring methods, including using computer games to
find suitable candidates.
Mr Adrian Tan, co-founder of Career Hero, a career guidance firm,
explained that in certain industries,
performance is “much more important than your resume”.
calyang@sph.com.sg

They had worksheets that guided
them to support each claim they
made. At the end of the lesson, the
groups shared their thoughts on what
each piece of evidence meant and inferred who the “murderer” was.
Mong Zi Xuan, 14, said: “I enjoyed
discussing with my friends who the
murderer most likely was as I got to
hear different perspectives about
the evidence that would never have
occurred to me.”
To gauge how much her students
understood the concept of backing
up claims with evidence, Ms Tan
also asked her students to do a postlesson reflection on NewsEd.
Besides Ms Tan, other teachers at
Greendale also constantly try to infuse current affairs into their lesson
plans, to draw parallels between
the real world and academics.
Said Ms Tan: “Our English teachers take turns sharing interesting
and relevant news articles during
our weekly professional development time. These articles are often
related to the topic or unit that we
are teaching.
“Especially for Upper Secondary
English teachers, current affairs is a
recurrent feature in our resource
packages, and we engage our students on trending news regularly so
that they can build their ideas bank
for writing.”
Last month, Greendale Secondary joined 18 other schools in using NewsEd to bring current affairs
closer to students. Ms Tan felt that
NewsEd’s quiz function and its
game-like interface, where students chalked up points as they
read news articles, motivated her
students to read more on their own.
Another of Ms Tan’s students, Jon
Yeo, 14, said: “My teacher assigns articles relevant to us and most of the
questions are fun and easy. We can
even take photographs or videos as
an answer to the questions! These,
together with the points awarded
for getting the questions correct,
make me want to read the news.”
The positive response made Ms
Tan want to incorporate even more
real-world elements into her
lessons, from project work to learning journeys, she said.
David Tay
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